Abstract. We consider the problem of aligning of k sequences of length n. The cost function is sum of pairs, and satisfies triangle inequality. Earlier results on finding approximation algorithms for this problem are due to Gusfield, 1991, who achieved an approximation ratio of 2-~, and 3 We generalize this approach to Pevzner, 1992, who improved it to 2 -Z. assemble an alignment of k sequences from optimally aligned subsets of l < k sequences to obtain an improved performance guarantee. For arbitrary I < k, we devise deterministic and randomized algorithms yielding performance guarantees of 2-l/k. For fixed l, the running times of these algorithms are polynomial in n and k.
Introduction
Multiple sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in computational molecular biology. Alignments of multiple sequences are commonly computed for the purpose of discovering 'homologous', that is, evolutionarily or functionally related, regions of the sequences. An optimal multiple alignment can be computed by dynamic programming. However, the running time of dynamic programming algorithms increases rapidly with k, the number of sequences to be aligned. Accordingly, many heuristics and approximation algorithms have been proposed (Altschul and Lipman, 1989 , Lipman et al., 1989 , Chan et al. 1992 , Kececioglu, 1993 . Many objective functions have been suggested for the multiple sequence alignment problem. One of the most widely used is the 'sum-of-pairs' (SP) criterion. The problem of computing an optimal alignment with respect to the sum-of-pairs criterion is NP-hard (Wang and Jiang,1993) for k sequences use optimal multiple alignment of I < k sequences with further assembling of these "partial" alignments into an approximate alignment of k sequences. This approach requires an efficient "assembly" procedure providing an approximate alignment of k sequences close to the optimal one. However, no 'performance guarantee' algorithms for multiple alignment have been known until recently, although a number of heuristics for suboptimal multiple alignment have been developed (see the recent review, Chan et al., 1992) . Gusfield,1991 Gusfield, ,1993 , achieved an approximation ratio of 2-2/k by assembling an alignment of k sequences from optimal alignments of pairs of sequences. It is known that models currently employed to align sequences are not quite adequate; thus, for practical sequence alignment it is not always necessary to produce an optimal alignment but only one that is plausible. The Gusfield algorithm produces plausible alignments; a computational experiment with an alignment of 19 sequences gave a suboptimal solution only 2% worse than the optimal one. An obvious direction for improvement is to use optimal alignments of I > 2 sequences, and then assemble them to approximately align k sequences. However, devising an efficient "assembling" procedure for an arbitrary I remained an open problem.
Pevzner, 1992 improved the performance guarantee to 2 -3/k by assembling optimal alignments of triples of strings. This suggests the possibility of achieving a further improvement in the performance guarantee to 2 -l/k by assembling /-way alignments. We investigate this possibility, and show that for arbitrary l < k it is possible to obtain such a performance guarantee with a running time that is polynomial in n and k.
In sections 2 and 3 we define SP-alignment formally, and outline a heuristic approach to constructing SP-alignments of k sequences by combining alignments of l sequences. In section 4, we show that the problem of constructing SP-alignments within a desired performance ratio reduces to constructing balanced sets of l-stars. In section 5, we use dynamic programming to get some improvement over the brute-force approach. Sections 6 and 7 deal with constructing small balanced sets to ensure small running time. Finally, in section 8, we show how to obtain an efficient randomized algorithm for SP-alignment.
Definitions
Let A be a finite alphabet and al,...ak be k sequences (strings) over .A. For convenience, we assume that each of these strings contains n characters. Let A' denote .A (.J{-}, where ,_1 denotes 'space'. An alignment of strings al,..., ak is specified by a k • m matrix A, where m > n. Each element of the matrix is a member of.A p, and each row i contains the characters of ai in order, interspersed by m -n spaces.
Given an alignment A we denote Aija pairwise alignment formed by the rows i and j of A. The score of an alignment is determined with reference to a symmetric matrix D specifiying the dissimilarity or distance between elements of .A'. We assume the metric properties for distance d, so that d(x, x) = 0 and
